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Gravitational collapse of depletion-induced colloidal gels†
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We study the ageing and ultimate gravitational collapse of colloidal gels in which the interparticle attraction is induced by nonadsorbing polymers via the depletion effect. The gels are formed through arrested spinodal decomposition, whereby the dense
phase arrests into an attractive glass. We map the experimental state diagram onto a theoretical one obtained from computer
simulations and theoretical calculations. Discrepancies between the experimental and simulated gel regions in the state diagram
can be explained by the particle size and density dependence of the boundary below which the gel is not strong enough to resist
gravitational stress. Visual observations show that gravitational collapse of the gels falls into two distinct regimes as the colloid
and polymer concentrations are varied, with gels at low colloid concentrations showing the onset of rapid collapse after a delay
time. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was used to provide quantitative, spatio-temporally resolved measurements of the solid
volume fraction in these rapidly collapsing gels. We find that during the delay time, a dense region builds up at the top of the
sample. The rapid collapse is initiated when the gel structure is no longer able to support this dense layer.

1

Introduction

Many industrial products contain colloids at intermediate volume fractions (say, ≈ 5-40%) in which the particles are denser
than the liquid. A key requirement is that the particles must
not sediment appreciably during a ‘shelf life’ of months to
years, but, when required, the products must flow under moderate applied stresses. These seemingly contradictory requirements can be met by formulating the product as a colloidal
gel: a space-spanning network of attractive particles with a
yield stress high enough to bear the material’s own weight,
but low enough to be overcome in use to give flowability.
This can be achieved using particles with short-range attraction. The equilibrium phase behaviour of such particles
is simple, especially when they are too polydisperse to crystallise. As the attraction increases, a homogeneous fluid phase
gives way, at a sharp boundary (the binodal), to coexisting gas
(or vapour) and liquid phases. At low attraction strength the
randomly-arranged particles in each phase are ergodic (they
move throughout the phase volume). However, as the attrac† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [details of any
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tion strength is increased, the dense phase arrests, becomes
glassy, and no longer reaches equilibrium on experimental
time scales. Many studies 1,2 suggest that there are (at least!)
two classes of colloidal gels. The first is formed when the
system phase separates through spinodal decomposition into
this arrested glass phase at high volume fraction. 3–8 The second class of systems forms ‘equilibrium gels’ without phase
separating. 9–15 The mechanistic distinction between these two
classes of gels is not yet completely understood, although the
recent invention of a system that could be ‘tuned’ to show either kind of gelation 2 represents an important step forward.
The colloid-polymer mixture studied in this work belongs to
the first class, and only gels through spinodal decomposition.
To understand gelation in this system, we therefore need to
know the position of the binodal and spinodal. The binodal is
a function of the inter-particle interaction, U(r) (where r is the
centre-to-centre distance). According to the ‘extended law of
corresponding states’ (ELCS), the binodals of all short-range
attractive particles collapse into a universal curve in (φ , b2 )
space, 16 Fig. 1 (solid black), where φ is the colloid volume
fraction, and b2 , the reduced second virial coefficient for particles with diameter D, is defined as


Z ∞
U(r̃)
−k T
2
dr̃ r̃ 1 − e B
b2 = 1 + 3
,
(1)
1

where r̃ = r/D.
Inside this binodal there is a spinodal (dashed black, Fig. 1),
inside of which the homogeneous state is unstable against infinitesimal concentration fluctuations, and phase separates via
spinodal decomposition into a texture that spans space bicontinuously for compositions to the right of the percolation line
1–10 | 1
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(purple, Fig. 1). This texture coarsens with time. If the composition of the liquid phase in this coarsening bicontinuous texture reaches the attractive glass transition line 17 (red, Fig. 1),
the texture arrests into a gel. Thus, gelation is expected to occur above the ‘onset tie line’ (cyan, Fig. 1) where the binodal
intersects the attractive glass boundary 1 , and to the right of the
percolation line inside the spinodal (purple, Fig. 1), i.e. inside
the shaded region in Fig. 1.∗
The two classes of gels behave quite differently under
gravitational stress. 15,23 Since arrested spinodal gels are nonequilibrium states en route to phase separation, they can undergo sudden gravitational collapse after a certain ‘latency period’. 4,7 Such sudden collapse limits shelf life in applications.
A sedimented product is also unsightly, and leads to concentration gradients that can have catastrophic consequences
(e.g. in drug formulations). Whether such collapse can be predicted is therefore of urgent interest.
We study the gravitational collapse of arrested spinodal gels
in a model system in which the short-range attraction between
hard-sphere-like colloids is induced by non-adsorbing polymers. Exclusion of polymers (radius of gyration rg ) from the
region between the surfaces of two nearby colloids, diameter
∗ Ising model simulations 18,19 find a ‘kinetic percolation line’ inside the spinodal. To the right of this line, the system separates into a bicontinuous texture
that is frozen for finite time before the spinodal decomposition continues. The
relevance of this for colloidal gelation was pointed out some time ago. 20
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2
r
−1−ξ ,
D

(2)

where η pfree is the volume fraction of polymer coils in the free
volume accessible to them in the mixture, the latter being related to the experimentally measurable quantity η p , the polymer volume fraction in the sample, by η p = αη pfree . At small
ξ and φ , a useful estimate of the free volume fraction α is

Fig. 1 Simulated universal binodal (solid black) and spinodal (dashed

black) of non-crystallizing particles, volume fraction φ , with short-range
attraction quantified by the reduced second virial coefficient, b2 . The
glass transition lines calculated from mode coupling theory (MCT)
mapped to simulations 21,22 are shown in red. Percolation is observed
in our simulations to the right of the purple line. A percolated system
below the cyan line was observed to reach equilibrium, while a percolated system above this horizontal line was unable to equilibrate. Thus,
spinodal gelation is predicted to occur in the shaded region, where
the dense phase of a coarsening, percolating texture will arrest upon
reaching the glass line.



α = (1 − φ ) exp(−Aγ − Bγ 2 −Cγ 3 ),

(3)

where γ = φ (1 − φ )−1 , A = 3ξ + 3ξ 2 + ξ 3 , B = 9ξ 2 /2 + 3ξ 3
and C = 3ξ 3 .
Arrested spinodal gels in such colloid-polymer mixtures
display gravitational collapse. 4 Here, we show that three distinct collapse regimes exist depending on φ and η p . Literature
data 25 from systems with the same ξ but different D show
that these regimes are D-dependent. This contrasts strongly
with equilibrium phase behaviour, which only depends on
ξ . 26 We infer that ageing in these gels may be partly gravity
driven. Comparison with simulations shows that hydrodynamics drives sudden collapse, which magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) reveals is initiated by processes at the top of the gel.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Colloids and polymers

We used poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) colloids (density ρ p ≈ 1.15 g cm−3 ) sterically stabilized with poly-12hydroxystearic acid ‘hairs’ with radius a = D/2 = 326 nm and
7.5% polydispersity, synthesised in-house and dispersed in
cis-decalin (density ρs = 0.897 g cm−3 , so that ∆ρ ≈ ρ p −ρs =
0.253 g cm−3 ). These particles are too polydisperse to crystallize quickly, although we do sometimes observe iridescent
Bragg colours in samples left undisturbed for a few weeks.
The gravitational length of these particles in our solvent is
lg ≈ 10 µm ≈ 15D. We used linear polystyrene with molecular
weight Mw = 6.0 × 105 g mol−1 (Mw /Mn = 1.05) and a gyration radius of rg ≈ 21 nm, 27 giving ξ = rg /a = 0.064. The
equilibrium phase behaviour, phase transition kinetics, and kinetic arrest in this and similar colloid-polymer mixtures have
been studied in detail before. 28 In particular, they form transient gels that collapse suddenly after a latency period. 4,7
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Fig. 2 Images of a non-gelling, phase separating, sample. The time t

Visual observations

We determined the state of our samples and followed gravitational collapse in gels using digital imaging. 7,23 Samples
with various compositions were prepared and thoroughly homogenised on a roller mixer before transfer to 10 × 10 ×
45 mm3 glass cuvettes for time-lapse observations at 20 ◦C. In
samples separating into coexisting colloidal gas (upper) and
liquid (lower) phases, e.g. Fig. 2, and in gravitationally collapsing gels, there are sharp, horizontal interfaces, which we
detect digitally using a Sobel edge finding algorithm,† and plot
their height as a function of time normalised by the height of
the bottom of the meniscus, h(t)/h0 (defined in Fig. 2). The
experiments were performed in a temperature controlled cabinet in which the temperature was controlled to within 1 ◦ C.
We have verified that the results presented here do not depend
on the accuracy of our temperature control by repeating experiments in a chamber in which the temperature was controlled
to within 0.1 ◦ C. The h(t) and the delay time measured in the
better controlled chamber fall within the spread of the experiments in the cabinet. The temperature gradients over the samples were to small to measure and their effect was excluded
by repeating experiments with samples placed inside cm thick
metal blocks.
2.3

Simulations

We performed constant NV T event-driven Brownian dynamics (EDBD) and event driven molecular dynamics (EDMD)
simulations of 4000 to 5 × 104 attractive hard spheres in 3D.
We used periodic boundary conditions in all three directions
and did not include gravity. In our EDMD the temperature
was thermostatted. Assuming ELCS, we used not the depletion potential, Eq. 2, but attractive square wells, for which b2
is calculable analytically. To avoid crystallization, we used
either a 50:50 binary mixture with size ratio 0.8 or a system
with quasi-continuous size distribution of 10% polydispersity;
† Note from Fig. 2 that after ≈ 100 min, the gas phase starts to sediment visibly;
but this kind of diffuse interface is of no interest to us in this work.
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Fig. 3 Simulated equilibrium gas-liquid coexistence in an elongated

box using EDMD. Well width = 0.1D. Well depths ε/kB T = (a) 2.0, (b)
2.2, (c) 2.3 and (d) 2.4, corresponding to 1 − b2 = 2.11, 2.66, 2.97 and
3.32 respectively. We show snap shots of the simulation box (right)
and the corresponding volume fraction profiles along the box (left)

we cannot distinguish their binodals. Periodic boundary conditions in an elongated box allow accurate measurement of
coexistence density profiles. Note that EDMD and EDBD do
not include hydrodynamics.
For a gel to form the system need to form a percolating
network of particles attached to each other, otherwise it will
not have a yield stress and will not be able to support its own
weight. The equilibrium percolation line has been obtained
in computer simulations and theory 29,30 and follows the binodal at high attraction strength. However, it can take a very
long time for the system to form a percolating structure at low
colloid volume fractions. If the colloids are severely effected
by gravity in this time a gel might never form. Therefore we
calculated a dynamic percolation line, which we have defined
as the volume fraction φperc (1 − b2 ) at which the time it takes
to form a percolating structure is longer than the time it takes
for single particles to sediment significantly. To test for percolation we define particles to be connected if they are in each
others square well. To obtain the dynamic percolation line the
simulation was started with an equilibrated HS configuration
and a EDBD simulation (without gravity) was run until a percolating structure was formed or the time limit exceeded. As a
time limit we have taken the time it takes for a single particle
to sediment its radius in our experiments.
In an event-driven simulation the most time consuming step
is finding the next event in the list of future events, which
we optimised with a binary search tree. 31 We simulated well
widths from 0.01D and 0.1D, in which range ELCS is expected 16 to remain at least approximately valid.
1–10 | 3
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where T2 is the spin-spin relaxation time 33,34 . To correct for
this signal decay, the signal is measured at increasing values
of t such that I0 can be calculated from a regression to Eq. 4.
However, T2 can be sensitive to the local physical environment
and, during gel collapse, the formation of (at least) two environments is expected; a colloid-rich phase with low liquid volume fraction, i.e. low liquid spin density, and a colloid-poor
phase with high liquid volume fraction, i.e. high liquid spin
density. These different environments may be characterised
by different T2 values, so a distribution of T2 values is allowed
for when calculating I0 35 . In this work, the MRI signal was
measured at 256 points along the height of the sample and
over 128 echoes using a spatially resolved T2 mapping pulse
sequence 36 . A field of view of 22.5 mm in the vertical direction was used to provide a spatial resolution of 88 µm/pixel.
The inter-echo spacing was 4.46 ms, giving 128 values of
t equally spaced between 4.46 ms and 571 ms. An inverse
Laplace transform was used with a fixed tuning (or smoothing) parameter 35 to quantify T2 distributions and I0 as a function of sample height. A relaxation delay time of 10 s between
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Fig. 4 The equilibrium phase diagram and gelation state diagram

for (polydisperse, not crystallizing) colloids mixed with non-adsorbing
polymer at a size ratio of 2rg /D = ξ = 0.07. The solid black line is the
gas-liquid binodal from computer simulations. • = single phase, • =
gas-liquid coexistence, • = gels with collapse behaviour A, • = gels with
collapse behaviour D, • = gels with collapse behaviour B. The purple,
red and cyan boundaries have the same meanings as in Fig. 1. The
predicted gel region without accounting for gravity is shaded. The real
attractive glass line likely to lie to the right of the boundary predicted by
MCT mapped to simulations 37 (arrow [1]); in finite gravity, the gelation
line should lie to the right of the percolation boundary (arrow [2]).

each scan was used to remove any spin-lattice, or T1 , contrast
and eight scans were acquired giving a total acquisition time
of 1 min 29 s. This technique is sensitive to the number of
spatially-resolved data points used, with an increase in spatial
resolution resulting in a reduction in the signal to noise ratio.
With 256 data points, the signal to noise ratio in each pixel
was ∼ 1000. Liquid spin density data were acquired over the
duration of the gel collapse, and comparison of this data with
corresponding data for pure cis-decalin enabled the spatial and
time resolved quantification of liquid phase volume fraction.

3
3.1

Results
Equilibrium behaviour

3.1.1 Simulations To provide a baseline for our gel experiments, we simulated the equilibrium behaviour of shortrange attractive hard spheres. The binodal was obtained by
noting the densities of fully-equilibrated coexisting gas and
liquid phases in our simulation box at a fixed φ = 0.27 (close
to the best theoretical estimates to date 38 of the critical point
at φ = 0.289, 1 − b2 = 2.174) and at increasing |b2 |, Fig. 3.
To obtain the spinodal, we calculated the pressure as a function of φ . In the spinodal region, the system is unstable either due to a negative pressure
  or due to a negative isothermal compressibility − V1 ∂V
. In either case, the system
∂p
T
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MRI has previously been used quantitatively to measure the
local volume fraction of non-colloidal suspensions 32 . Here,
we extend the use of MRI to quantify the liquid phase volume
fraction of the collapsing colloidal gels as a function of height
and time. MRI experiments were performed using a Bruker
DMX300 spectrometer operating with a 7 T vertical-bore superconducting magnet fitted with a 25 mm inner diameter radio frequency (rf) coil tuned to a frequency of 300.1 MHz for
the 1 H resonance. A three-axis magnetic field gradient system was used for spatial encoding with a maximum gradient
strength of 98.7 G/cm. Homogenised samples were placed in
round, flat-bottomed NMR tubes with outer diameter 10 mm
and inner diameter 8.8 mm. A polytetrafluoroethylene insert
was used to reduce the diameter of the rf coil to 10 mm and
ensure optimal (and reproducible) positioning of the sample.
The round NMR tubes show quantitatively the same h(t) behaviour as the square cuvettes used for the visual observations,
although for weak gels the delay time seems to be systematically larger in the square cuvettes. The temperature of the
sample environment was controlled to within 0.1 ◦ C using gradient hardware cooling.
In order to quantify the spin density (concentration) of the
liquid phase, the effect of signal relaxation on the MRI experiments must be accounted for. In MRI experiments, the
signal measured is proportional to the spin density of the liquid phase, I0 , but the signal decays such that, at a time t after
signal excitation, the measured signal, I, will be:
 
−t
,
(4)
I = I0 exp
T2
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Fig. 5 Height vs. time for gels in different regimes. All heights have
been scaled with hrcp , the height of a random close packed sediment.
(a) Regime A (φc = 0.20, c p = 4 mg mL−1 ). Little or no delay time. (b)
Regime D (φc = 0.20, c p = 7 mg mL−1 ). Delay time of more than 3
minutes. (c) Regime B (φc = 0.35, c p = 4 mg mL−1 ). Green lines: linear
fits to the fast sedimentation. Blue lines: stretched exponential fits to
β
the slow sedimentation, ĥ(t) ∼ e−(t/τ) with exponent β = 0.12.

Gel formation and collapse

Immediately across the gas-liquid phase boundary, samples
separate into coexisting gas and liquid phases (•, Fig. 4) . This
behaviour ceases rather abruptly across a line at 1 − b2 ≈ 5,
above which samples show three kinds of gravitational collapse behaviour (A, D and B, Fig. 4), which we report in terms
of a time-dependent dimensionless, rescaled height variable
ĥ(t) = (h(t) − hrcp )/(h0 − hrcp ), that decreases from 1 towards
0 during an experiment. Here, h0 = h(0) and hrcp is the height
of a random close packed sediment (with φrcp ≈ 0.64). Typical
ĥ(t) plots from these three regimes are shown in Fig. 5.
The low-φ regime (A) is characterised by a delay time of
less than 3 minutes, Fig. 5(a), which was how long it took
‡ Eventually, sedimentation equilibrium 39 will be established.

for a sample to be mounted and the disturbance from the homogenisation to damp out and air bubbles to escape. A linear dependence of h(t) (i.e. constant-speed gravitational collapse) is followed by a stretched exponential compaction until
changes in sediment height could no longer be resolved. These
samples are distinguishable from phase-separating samples by
supernatants that are devoid of particles, though the distinction
between a clear supernatant and a very dilute upper phase is
not always easy to draw. However, the final sediment height
(see later) clearly demarcates regime A from phase separation.
Samples in the intermediate-φ regime (D), Fig. 5(b), show
a delay of & 3 min, during which samples are gravitationally
stable – these are gels. Then fast (linear) collapse occurs, followed by stretched exponential compaction, which, however,
1–10 | 5
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3.1.2 Visual observations First, we confirmed that our
colloid-polymer mixture shows the ‘universal binodal’ predicted for short-range attractive particles. We report visual
observations of samples in the (φ , b2 ) plane, where b2 for each
sample is calculated numerically using Eqs. 2 and 3 in Eq. 1.
A sample with a sufficiently low polymer concentrations, or
equivalently a low enough 1 − b2 (• in Fig. 4), remains singlephase for an extended period of time. Over many hours, sedimentation begins to be observable, producing a diffuse interface (cf. upper phase, Fig. 2(e)).‡ As the polymer concentration (or equivalent 1 − b2 ) is increased, a point is reached
where a sharp interface develops quickly and evolves as shown
in Fig. 2 to a state of gas-liquid coexistence (• in Fig. 4). Note
that there clearly are particles in the upper, albeit very dilute,
gas phases (cf. the cloudiness of the dilute phase in Fig. 2).
The simulated ‘universal binodal’ passes between points denoting single-phase and phase-separating samples, Fig. 4. Our
experimental data are therefore consistent with equilibrium
simulations up to φ ≈ 40% to within uncertainties.

(a)

h(t)−hrcp
h0 −hrcp

will spontaneously phase separate because many modes of infinitesimal density fluctuation will grow. The resulting universal binodal and spinodal, Fig. 1, touch at the critical point at
φ = 0.289, 1 − b2 = 2.174. 38
We also estimated the density at which a system-spanning
structure was first formed in the simulation box as the attractive well depth increases. The simulation was initialised with
an equilibrated hard sphere configuration before a square-well
attraction was switched on. We tested for percolation every
few time units by identifying particles that were inside each
others’ attractive range. For low attraction strength below the
critical point, the percolated system was able to equilibrate.
For high attraction strengths above the critical point, the percolation transition shifts to very low φ and the percolated system failed to reach equilibrium. Both portions of the percolation line so obtained are also shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6 The final volume fraction of samples in the three regimes.

Samples in A always stop at , before the attractive glass line (solid
red). Samples in B end up at ◦ in a narrow band at φ ≈ 0.55 independently of sample geometry. After 4 months, when compaction was still
in progress, samples in C have reached •, always with φ > 0.55.

suddenly stops at a well-defined sediment height (and therefore φ ), Fig. 5(a) inset.§ Samples in the high-φ regime (B)
have long delay times – these are also gels. Sedimentation
is stretched exponential without first showing linear collapse.
The stretch exponent we find (β ≈ 0.12)) is much smaller than
the one found for smaller particles 25,40 . For a full understanding of this a more detailed analysis of the poroelastic model
would be required, but we can speculate that the larger gravitational stress of our larger particles might result in a more
anisotropic structure containing more cracks or voids 7,41 and
thus a wider distribution of relaxation time scales and a more
stretched sedimentation behaviour.
A striking difference between the regimes is the volume
fraction of the last-observed sediment, φfinal , Fig. 6. Samples in regime A always stop at a φfinal below the attractive
glass transition line, with samples closer to the boundary with
regime B showing higher φfinal than more dilute ones. Samples in regime B all arrest fully at φfinal ≈ 0.55. At the point
when we stopped observing, samples in regime C all reached
φfinal > 0.55; however, there is no sign from ĥ(t), Fig. 5 inset,
that the compaction is stopping at this point, Fig. 5(c). We
suggest that these sediments are collapsing towards maximum
compaction, i.e. φfinal (t → ∞) → φrcp & 0.64.

4.1

Discussion
Understanding the limits of the gel region

Of the four types of sedimentation behaviour observed in our
experiments, B and D show measurable delay times before
§ Note the logarithmic x-axis: ĥfinal is stable for & 4 month.
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Fig. 7 (a) The predicted gravitationally-shifted A-D boundary, Eq. 7,

overlaid onto our data. (b) The scaling of the transition between A
and D with particle size. The grey area marks regime A from previous
work 25 on colloidal gels with smaller particles.

gravitational collapse, Fig. 5(b), (c). By this criterion, samples in these regions are (transient) gels. The experimental gel
region in the (φ , b2 ) state plane, Fig. 4 (B and D), appears to
be shifted relative to the predicted gel region (shaded).
First, we expect to see gels above a line at 1 − b2 ≈ 3, which
is where the calculated attractive glass line intersects the simulated bionodal. We observe gelation at 1 − b2 & 5. This shift
is partly due to gravity: gels formed immediately across a putative gel line at 1 − b2 ≈ 3 will not be strong enough to support their own weight. We account for this shift in the next
paragraph. Another possible source of discrepancy is linked
to the apparent observation of samples showing gel-like collapse to the right of the attractive glass line (red, Fig. 4) calculated according to mode coupling theory (MCT) mapped to
simulations. 21,22 It is possible that the mapping could be improved, 37 and that the true attractive glass line lies to the right
of the one we have used (shift along arrow [1], in Fig. 4).
This will have two effects. First, the onset tie line will move
up from 1 − b2 ≈ 3. Secondly, most if not all of our regime
B data points would fall to its left. However, the difference
between regime B gels and attractive glasses is as yet wholly
unclear, and needs further investigation before definitive state-
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which we plot in Fig. 7(a) (red full). Considering that there
are no fitting parameters, this locus accounts for the regime A
to D, or gelation, transition remarkably well.
Furthermore, Eq. 7 predicts a strong particle size dependence. First, the gravitational stress scales as σg ∝ a, Eq. 5,
while we expect the yield stress to scale as σy ∝ a−3 via the
constant c on dimensional grounds, Eq. 6, so that σg /c ∝ a−4
in Eq. 7. Figure 7(b) shows the predicted size dependence of
the transition between the A and the D regime. This prediction is qualitatively consistent with the observations of Secchi
et al. 25 . In their system of significantly smaller attractive hard
spheres, the high-φ limit of their non-gelling regime A has
shifted to the left, Fig. 7(b) (shaded), closer to the percolation
line obtained from our gravity-free simulations. Quantitative
comparison is, however, not possible, because we do not know
the scale-setting constant c, Eq. 6, for their system.
4.2

0.2
0.4

The origins of delayed rapid gravitational collapse

Gels in regimes D and B, Fig. 4, show a ‘delay time’, τd , before gravitational collapse. The latter is rapid in regime D,

Fig. 8 Time evolution of the height profile, φ (z), from MRI. In all

cases, the dashed horizontal line marks the bottom of the meniscus
(h0 in Fig. 2). (a) A typical sample showing type A gravitational collapse. (b) A typical sample showing regime D gravitational collapse.
The time-dependent height profile of this sample, picked out in red, is
reproduced in Fig. 9(a). (c) A sample just inside regime B.

Fig. 5(b), and gradual in regime B, Fig. 5(c). The gradual
collapse of colloidal gels can be modelled as poroelastic compression, 43,44 predicting a stretched exponential law h(t), 44 as
we find, Fig. 5(b) (blue line).
Delayed rapid collapse is less well understood. Optical
imaging 7 suggests that this is initiated from the top of the suspension. MRI confirms this by probing the space-resolved liquid fraction. This is then converted into height profiles of solid
volume fraction, shown as colour maps for a typical sample in
each regime, Fig. 8. In regime A, Fig. 8(a), the body of the
sample remains homogeneous as a dense layer builds at the
bottom. In contrast, as a gel in regime D detaches from the
meniscus, a dense layer builds up on top. This shows up as a
widening band of deepening purple coloration in Fig. 8(b).
1–10 | 7
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where φgel is the minimum colloid volume fraction for gelation
at a given η, and ηMCT is the polymer volume fraction along
the MCT attractive glass line at a given φ . There is a universal
µ = 2.5, while ν takes on a range of values with an average
of ν ≈ 4. Finally, c is a system-specific scale-setting constant.
Measuring σy gave c ≈ 16.5 mPa in our gels.
The unperturbed gel boundary, σy = 0, occurs at the tie line
where the MCT glass line crosses the binodal, which for us is
ηMCT = 0.215, and at the percolation boundary, which occurs
for us at φgel ≈ 0.075. The effect of gravity can be predicted
by solving σg = σy . This predicts gravity-shifted gelation at


0.4
0.8

(5)

Theory 42 suggests that the yield stress of polymer-induced depletion colloidal gels scales with colloid and (free volume)
polymer volume fractions (φ and η respectively) as:
µ
 



φ ν
η
−1
−1 ,
(6)
σy = c
ηMCT
φgel

η = ηMCT

1

Colloid volume fraction φ

4
σg = ∆ρga ≈ 2.2 mPa.
3

0.5

(a)

Colloid volume fraction φ

ments could be made.
Next, in zero gravity, we expect to see gels immediately
to the right of the percolation line inside the spinodal. The
observed A-B boundary is at considerably higher φ (arrow [2],
Fig. 4). This is likely a gravitational effect. In gravity, a gel
needs a yield stress that is at least equal to the gravitational
stress exerted by a single particle. The latter is

Height h/h0
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A more detailed analysis of this rather surprising phenomenon is shown in Fig. 9, where part (a) gives the timedependent height profile of this sample, showing that fast
sedimentation commences after ≈ 570 min. Zooming in to
the rapid collapse region of the density profile colour map,
Fig. 9(b), we see clearly the build up of denser material on
top (purple colour), and the rapid sedimentation of this material through the sample (arrow) before the commencement
of macroscopic rapid collapse. Notably, the speed of this collapse (slope of the arrow in part (b)), ≈ 8 µm s−1 , is an order of
magnitude higher than the speed of the rapid macroscopic collapse (slope of the linear fit, green, in part (a)), ≈ 0.6 µm s−1 .
Previous optical imaging 7 suggests that the dense material
accumulating at the top consists of broken up and compacted
gel ‘debris’. The stress exerted by a random close packed
cluster of N particles is σN ≈ N 34 πa3 ∆ρφrcp g/N 2/3 πa2 , with
φrcp ≈ 0.64 and ∆ρ ≈ 0.28 g/cm3 . The yield stress of the gel
in Fig. 8(b) was measured to be σy ≈ 20 mPa. Equating these
two quantities, σy ≈ σN , gives an estimate of the radius of a
compact cluster capable of yielding the gel by its weight:
Ry ≈ aN

1/3

3σy
≈
≈ 10 µm.
4∆ρgφRCP

(8)

These dense clusters scatter light at  1◦ , consistent with
dark-field observations of gel ‘debris’. 7 They fall through the
gel at speed u = 8 µm s−1 , Fig. 9(b), so that their size is
1/2
r ≈ 9uη/2g∆ρφrcp
≈ 14 µm,
(9)

using a measured η ≈ 0.01 Pa s, so that indeed r & Ry .
We do not yet know the origins of these dense clusters.
However, we were unable to reproduce such clusters in our
Brownian dynamics simulations, in which we never observed
delayed rapid sedimentation. This suggests that hydrodynamics, left out in such simulations, is essential. It is possible
that as a gel sediments slowly and tears itself away from the
top interface (to which it is initially held by the depletion attraction 45 ), hydrodynamic back flow from the compacting gel
merges and consolidates the gel fragments thus created. Detailed investigations, however, must be left to future work.
The formation of a dense layer of colloids on top of a more
dilute layer has been observed before 7,25 , however, the sedimentation of this dense layer through the body of the gel is
new. The density profiles containing three regimes observed
by Secchi et al. 25 are a direct consequence of this. In line with
Secchi et al. 25 , the density profile observed after 575 and 600
minutes can be divided in three distinct regions named foot,
leg, column. The dense foot is formed by slow compaction
of the gel during the delay time, the leg is formed by the more
loosely packed clusters falling through the gel during the rapid
collapse and the column is formed by the still standing gel.
Interestingly, a dense top layer also appears to form in
regime B, Fig. 8(c) (blue band on top), although fast collapse
8|
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does not happen. Perhaps the yield stress of the gel is now
high enough to support these dense clusters. This is a reasonable hypothesis because we know that the yield stress of a gel
increases sharply with the colloid volume fraction, Eq. 6 with
ν ≈ 3.5 to 6, 42 so that the size of a cluster heavy enough to
overcome this yield stress increases sharply with φ . However,
quantitative testing of this hypothesis will not be possible until
the origins and properties of these clusters are known.
The scale-setting constant c in the expression for the yield
stress of colloidal gels, Eq. 6, is expected to scale with particle size as c ∼ a−3 . Secchi et al. 25 worked with a = 90 nm
particles, some 3.6 times smaller than ours. We therefore expect that their gels should have very considerably higher yield
stresses (noting that 3.63 ≈ 48). The absence of a regime D in
their system may therefore be due simply to the fact that dense
debris forming on top could no longer break any of the gels.
Only a detailed understanding of what determines the size of
this debris will show whether this interpretation is correct.
4.3

The final sediment volume fraction

The average volume fraction of the final sediment φfinal was
measured from the height of the sediment at the end of the experiment. Below the gel line φfinal approaches random close
packing, above the gel line three sedimentation regimes, A,
D and B, give different φfinal , Fig. 6. Most strikingly, in
regime B, rapid gravitational collapse abruptly ceases at a
well-defined φfinal ≈ 0.55, Fig. 5(b) (inset). The abrupt exit
from a stretched-exponential compression to this φfinal suggests some fundamental underlying physics. Possibly, the
shear stresses caused by the large-scale recirculating flow
fields generated in fast sedimentation 7 facilitate particle ordering 46 inside sedimenting clusters, so that the final sediment
is quasi-crystalline, though heavily defected due to multiple
boundaries between small grains (& 10 µm). Interestingly,
some sediments showed iridescence when observed for very
long times. Our data suggest that crystallization is not possible
when the gel simply compresses slowly in regime D, so that
φrcp → 0.64. In regime A, gelation fails; the data is too scattered to be certain about the true steady-state φfinal , although
it is possible that, for reasons not yet understood, these tend
towards the attractive glass line.

5

Summary and conclusions

We have delineated in detail the gel region in a model colloidal suspension: a dispersion in decalin of hard-sphere-like
sterically stabilised PMMA particles in which an interparticle attraction is induced via the depletion effect caused by
added non-adsorbing polystyrene polymers. Comparison of
our data with simulations and simple theoretical calculations
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Fig. 9 Details of the collapse behaviour of the regime D sample whose time-dependent density profile from MRI is shown in Fig. 8(b). It has an
initial height of h0 = 14 mm and a delay time ≈ 570 min. (a) Normalised height, z = h/h0 , as a function of time (picked out in red in Fig. 8(b)), showing
clearly the onset of rapid collapse at t ≈ 570 min. (b) Zoom view of the MRI density profile colour map to the collapse region, from t = 460 min to
600 min. (c) The volume fraction profile, φ (z), plotted at times specified in the legend spanning the whole time range of interest. (d) The same as
(c) but now focussing on the 3 h before to the 30 min after rapid collapse, with the curves shifted vertically for distinguishability. In (b)-(d), we see
a layer of higher-φ ’debris’ building up at the top, z & 0.85 (long arrow in (d)), by t = 400 min. This dense ’debris’ falls rapidly through the sample
(arrow in (b)) just prior to the onset of rapid sedimentation of the whole sample at t = 570 min, giving rise to dense sediment at the bottom (short
arrow in (d)).

confirm that the gelation mechanism is arrested spinodal decomposition. Significantly, however, contrary to the case of
equilibrium phase behaviour, there is no ‘law of corresponding states’ for gelation – the absolute particle size matters in
determining the position of the low-φ gel boundary, the type
of sedimentation behaviour, and the density of final sediment
obtained. Thus, for example, small enough particles do not
show delayed rapid collapse.
Another significant finding is that dense debris accumulate
on the top of gels as they sediment. If these are heavy enough,
they can fall through the gel body and cause catastrophic failure and rapid gravitational collapse. Identifying the origins
of such debris will constitute a next significant step towards
obtaining a full understanding of these colloidal gels.
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